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of the script but also of the significance of their epigraphic texts, and would select 
examples possessing historical as well as palaeographical importance. But if we take 
the volume as it is and accept its plan, we shall all agree that it is a most admirable aid 
to the study of the history of writing during the late republic and empire in the city 
of Rome, and that it would have been difficult to have got a better choice within the 
margins of fifty plates. 

F. HAVERFIELD. 

ROMAN LIFE AND MANNERS UNDER THE EARLY EMPIRE. By LUDWIG FRIEDLAENDER. 
Translated by A. B. GOUGH. Volume iv. Appendices and notes (from Sixth Edition). 
George Routledge & Sons. 1913. IOs. 

Students of the Roman empire have every reason to be grateful to the publishers 
of the translation of Friedlander's great work for their decision to collect and issue 
separately the notes and appendices. To have excluded them would have been to 
insult alike the German scholar and his English readers. Those who value Fried- 
lander's work without being able to read it in the original will certainly find its value 
enhanced by the immense collection of references on such varied topics contained in this 
supplementary volume. At the same time it is necessary to warn readers that time 
and the progress of research inevitably depreciate the value of the most complete 
statement of evidence, and that the phrase " revised edition " must not be understood 
in too extended a significance. 

The literary evidence, of course, is comparatively little affected. In this field Fried- 
lander did the work once and for all, and future scholars can only gratefully accept the 
fruits of his industry. Archaeological data on the other hand have been accumulated 
with increasing rapidity and effectiveness during the past generation, and a statement 
based upon the sources available forty years ago may often be both incorrect in fact 
and misleading in suggestion. 

For example, in the section dealing with Italian and provincial amphitheatres, 
which fills something like sixty pages, we are told on the authority of Bruce, 
who wrote in I765, that an amphitheatre existed at Thamugadi in Africa. 
In the first place this statement is incorrect; in the second it is misleading, since 
it suggests that this particular site is unexplored and barely known, whereas twenty 
years of systematic excavation have given us a more detailed and complete knowledge 
of Thamugadi than of any other provincial town. In cases of this kind, which are very 
numerous, one cannot help regretting that the translator did not insert a general caution 
concerning the incompleteness of the sources available to Friedlander and a short 
bibliography of more modern works which might be useful to any reader desirous of 
fuller and more accurate information. 

It seems desirable to insert this caution, but with all their faults we would certainly 
rather have these appendices and notes included in a translation than that Friedlander's 
work should be presented to an English public shorn of all citations of evidence, and 
we trust that no library designed for the convenience of students of the ancient world 
will fail to acquire this volume. 

G. L. CHEESMAN. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL AND OTHER STUDIES ON THE PERVIGILIUM VENERIS. COMPILED 
FROM RESEARCH IN THE LIBRARY OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM. By CECIL CLEMENTI. 9 X 7, 54PP. 
Oxford: B. H. Blackwell. London: Humphrey Milford. I913. 3S. n. 

Mr. Clementi has followed up his edition of the Pervigilium, which was published 
in I9II, by this further volume, in which he gives a catalogue raisonne of editions and 
translations of that curious and fascinating piece since it was first printed by de Thou in 
1577. Together with the supplementary information which he has collected in the 
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MAP OF IRELAND SHEWING SITES ON WHICH ROMAN REMAINS HAVE BEEN FOUND (p. 156). 
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course of his research, this catalogue makes quite an interesting document in the 

history of scholarship. Mr. Clementi shews, with high probability, that the manuscript 
shown by Aldus to Erasmus in 1508 (from which Erasmus took the words Amyclas perdidit 
silentium as the text for one of his Adagia) was neither of the two manuscripts now 
in the Bibliotheque Nationale from which all printed copies are derived. If so, it 
seems to be irrecoverably lost. 

To the bibliography are added (I) a summarised statement of the various attempts which 
have been made to rearrange the poem, including five which recast it in strophic form; 
(2) a further collation of the two extant manuscripts, bringing out their points of likeness 
and discrepancy: and (3) a brief discussion of the various theories as to the date and 

authorship of the poem. Mr. Clementi seems inclined to favour the ingenious if some- 
what fanciful conjecture that the Romuli mater of 1.74 is the mother of Romulus Augustulus, 
the last phantom emperor of the West. This would fix the date of the poem definitely 
in A.D. 476. The theory is not impossible; but most scholars will agree with Professor 

Bury (Classical Review for July, I905) in declining to accept it. 
A word of congratulation may be added to the author, who, among official labours 

in the Far East, has retained his devotion to classical studies, and who has employed 
great part of a brief visit to England in collecting, and setting forth accurately and lucidly, 
this mass of curious and interesting information. It is a model for what scholars at home 
with access to the great libraries might oftener do. 

J.W.M. 

In the English Historical Review for last January (vol. xxviii, pp. 1-12) Professor 
Haverfield discusses the relation between the Roman empire and ancient Ireland, and 
in particular gives an enumeration of the very few Roman remains which have been 
recorded as found in the island, with a map which we are permitted to reproduce here 

(fig. 23). The certain finds seem to amount to twenty-one. Nearly all of these come from 
the coasts or their neighbourhood and especially from the coast between Lough Foyle on 
the north to a point a little south of Dublin on the east, and so far as they indicate any 
intercourse at all between the Roman empire and Ireland, they suggest some little trade 
between northern Ireland and Britain and not (as recent writers have conjectured) 
between southern Ireland and Gaul. They are, further, almost all coins. They do not 
include one single piece of Samian or other Roman pottery, and the trade must therefore 
have been trifling in amount. Lastly they belong, so far as they are datable, principally 
to the later empire and in particular to the latest empire of the expiring fourth century. 
They lend no support to the idea that Agricola ever invaded Ireland, and they may be 
connected in great part with the Celtic expansion, when the Scoti began to invade 
Britain and brought back plunder therefrom. For details the reader may be referred 
to Mr. Haverfield's article. 
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